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GUNNER'S HEROISM SAVES LANCASTER

At daybreak last Friday a wireless message -was received from Lancaster,

"P for Peter”, at a R.A.P. station: "Will need ambulance. Making forced

landing. ”

The Lancaster had left the airfield over eight and half hours previously for

the attack on Nuremberg.

A few minutes after the message had been received, the bomber, -with its

framework charred in many places, came to rest on the runway* The rear-gunner

who was taken to hospital had shot down a fighter, put out a fire that threatened

to envelop the aircraft, and though burnt, lacking oxygen, and suffering from

the intense cold, he had remained on duty.

Although there were scores of fighters about, "p for peter” had been flying

for three and a half hours before it -was attacked. A Me. 110 flashed out of a

patch of cloud in the sky, through vapour trails left by other aircraft. It

crossed from port to starboard, and attacked.

The rear-gunner, Sgt. A.G. Manuel, of Belfast, replied with a long burst and

shouted ’’dive” to the pilot, p/o p.J. Wilson, of Edmonton, Alberta* As the

Lancaster went down, he was able to finish off his burst of fire -with shots at the

belly of the Me. He saw it catch fire and disintegrate.

'"P for peter” was on fire, too. Behind the bulkhead doors, ammunition in

the racks was exploding* and the port elevator fabric -was burning. Smoke filled

the interior of the aircraft, and finding it was nearly out of control P/0* 1711 son

ordered the crew to put on their parachutes

After this nothing could be heard on the intercom. The bomb aimer, dropped

the bombs on a suitable target, and the others came out of their turrets. Sgt*Manuel

seized the fire extinguisher and tackled the flames*

The pilot had managed to get some control over the aircraft by this time, and the

rest of the crew stood by for further orders. Sgt. .Manuel had beaten out the

flames, but when he came forward again, the wireless operator, Sgt. P.J, Hardiman,

of Mill Hill, London, noticed that Manuel’s clothes and his left hand glove and

parachute -were on fire, his oxygen mask had partially melted, and he was suffering

from burns on the face. He fainted, and Sgt. Hardiman tore off the smouldering

gloves and supplied him with oxygen.

/ The



The. wireless operator had repaired-the intercom, sufficiently. for"-the-crew to

hear a faint response, when the rear-gunner was able to speak, he described how he had

destroyed thw Messerschmitt* He then volunteered to go to the mid-upper turret.

p/0* Wilson did not know that his rear-gunner had been burned and that his suit-

heating apparatus was not working. The navigator planned a course which avoided the

main target and enabled them to rejoin the bomber stream later.

Within two or three minutes, Sgt. Manuel had spotted a second fighter and gave

directions to p/0. Wilson. ”P for peter” was nose-heavy and inclined' to dive to port,

but an effective manoeuvre was carried out which also, surprisingly enough, got the

intercom, working again.

Meanwhile, the bomb-aimer used the bomb sights to give the navigator a means of

fixing the aircraft’s position. It was a two-handed job to hold back the stick, and the

flight engineer came-into the cockpit to help the pilot. Realising that Sgt. Manuel was

in a bad state p/0* Wilson suggested he should change places with some other member of

the crew, and asked, them if he would- like the aircraft brought down to a lower level

where there would Tie more oxygen In the -air, *Sgt,Manuel stayed where he was--for a

tine, and then -the change was made.

The coast -was passed at 10,000 ft. and the Lancaster’s crew were relieved to

see the shores of this country without meeting further trouble. Then, the aircraft,

which had come down to 5,000 ft., went into a violent dive. The pilot checked this

unexpected move when only 400 feet from the ground. Owing to the damage there was no

brake pressure, but on test the flap and undercarriage worked satisfactorily.

He tried to cut both the outer engines, but the port outer would not stop and he

had to cut all the switches to bring the aircraft to a standstill*

When the Lancaster was inspected the port tail plane was found to be completely

stripped of its fabric, the rear-turret was blistered and charred, and there -was

extensive damage to the bomb doors/ fuselage, port mainplane, flap and a petrol tank.
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